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Introductions

● Khem Raj (Principal Linux Architect at Comcast)
  ● started around 2005-06 making cross toolchains better
  ● OE TSC member
  ● maintainer of dozens of OE layers
  ● Angstrom distro maintainer

● Koen Kooi (Release Manager at Linaro)
  ● started working with OE in 2004 to get Linux working on a PDA
  ● Angstrom “opa” maintainer
  ● OE TSC member
  ● maintainer of dozens of OE layers
OE Activities Within Linaro

- ARMv8 bringup/porting
- LHG
  - RDK
- ARM LT
  - ALIP
  - OpenJDK
- LNG
  - ODP
  - RT
- TCWG
  - Toolchain validation
- LAVA
  - minimal OE image
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